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Our athletes learn skills that benefit them throughout every area of their lives. Our #1 focus is
ensuring your child learns valuable life skills while having fun and making lifelong friendships. 

Our coaching staff is committed to developing competitive athletes who are not only superb on
the competition floor, but also upstanding individuals in everyday life. We create leaders and
build confident athletes who have self-discipline and excellent work ethic. We hope that when
it comes time for our athletes to graduate and move on to a new phase in life, they take with
them the integrity, character, work ethic and self-confidence they have gained by being a part
of the Montana Performance Gym family. 
 
In this packet, you will find all the information needed to become an all-star cheerleader at
Montana Performance Gym. We have a variety of options so you can make the best decision for
your family. If you have questions about the information in this packet, feel free to contact us. 

Sincerely,

Sara Baier
Montana Performance Gym, Owner

For questions please contact us at montanaperformancegym@gmail.com or 406-670-9210.

WELCOME

Thank you for choosing Montana Performance Gym as your premier all-star cheerleading
program. We are embarking on our 1st competitive season, and we are very excited. Montana
Performance Gym has become a well-recognized name in our community. Our hard work,
perseverance, positive reinforcement and the dedication of our MPG families is what makes
Montana Performance Gym truly a unique place to learn and enjoy the sport of all-star
cheerleading. 
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There are many types of programs for cheerleading. We've worked
hard to find what best suits our gym and our families. We're unlike
many other programs in that - we love when kids try other sports too
and have a variety of experiences in life. That said, we also like to
ensure our teams are competitive at events, which requires a
commitment from our gym families. It's important to select a
program that best suits what you're looking for when it comes to
cheerleading. We recommend reading through the next few pages to
determine what program would be the best fit for your family.
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program
TYPES OF

CHEER
OFFERED
HERE AT

EVENTS
Throughout the season, our cheer program offers fun events such as
team bonding opportunities, showoffs and other end-of-season events
and celebrations. 

NOT
INCLUDED

Spectator fees and any travel expenses incurred
Private lessons required to get back-on-track for athletes who need
additional assistance with skills or routine choreography
Socks, shoes and uniform replacement items
Black tops & bottoms for practice
No show/clear strapped bras

Not included in our tuition are the following items:

DISCOUNTS Add-on of recreational tumbling and/or cheer classes $35/mo. (both
included with National team, tumbling included with Regional teams)
Sibling discount of 10% off tuition
Loyalty discount (5%- year 1 and 1% for each consecutive year
completed)

Discounts offered to our cheer families include: 



Novice
Teams

Regional Mini Team
(5-8 year olds)

Regional Teams National Teams

Season
Runs

2023 Sept to
Dec 
OR 

2024 January
to April

June to May June to May June to May

Practices
1 1/2 hours 1x

week
2.5 hours- 1x week 3 hours- 1x week 3 hours- 2x week

Classes
included in

practice
time

N/A
*Cheer or tumbling
class can be added

for $35

Tumbling
*Additional cheer  or

tumbling class can be
added for $35

Tumbling
*Additional cheer  or

tumbling class can be
added for $35

Tumbling
Fly Fit or Stregnth

JUMPS
*Additional cheer or tumbling

class can be added for $35

Tuition $92 per
month

$119 per month $127 per month $187 per month

Competition
Assessment
Fees (CAF)

$315
2 or 4 month

payment plan
available

$800
3,6, or 11 month
payment plan

available

$927
3,6, or 11 month
payment plan

available

$1858
3,6, or 11 month
payment plan

available

Uniform
Bundles

Uniform
Scrunchie

Uniform
Jersey
Shoes
Bow

Uniform
Jersey
Shoes
Bow

Uniform
1 practice set

Jersey
Shoes
Bow

Competitions
Performance
at an In State

Event

2-3 Competitions
Including In State &

Virtual

4-6 Competitions
Including In State &

Virtual

6-8 Competitions
Including In State, Out

of State, and Virtual

types of teams
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novice Team

PRACTICES

UNIFORM

WHAT
TO

EXPECT

Novice teams are open each year for ages 3-18 years old. MPG
will evaluate the demand based on age and skill to establish
the age divisions offered.

Stunting and Pyramid
Tumbling and Jumps
Motions and Dance

Performance is mandatory
Expenses associated with travel to/at performances are not
covered within the assessment fees, and families are solely
responsible for these expenses. 

Novice athletes will learn a 1 1/2 minute routine. Their routines
will include elements of: 

Novice team athletes will perform at one in state event. 

Practices are very important and should not be missed
frequently due to the requirements for stunting and
choreography. 

MPG offers two separate Novice teams for the 23-24 season. One
in the fall (2023) and one in the winter (2024). Prices shown are
for one season, either fall or winter. 

AGES

Season runs Sept thru Dec 2023 OR  Jan thru April 2024
Practices are once per week for 1 1/2 hours. 
Tumbling is recommended, but not required. Tumbling
classes can be added for $35/mo

Strapless or clear strapped bras (if applicable), white no
show socks, and white sneakers are to be worn with the
uniform and are purchased separately by the family
If you are interested in purchasing cheer shoes, please see
the front desk for available options. 

The novice uniform is a professionally designed sublimated top
and bottom. All uniforms include a scrunchie. 



COST
Tuition: $92/mo. 
Competition Assessment Fees (CAF) can be paid in full or
over the course of 4 or 2 months. The breakdown for the
payment plan cost is below. 

Tuition & CAF are processed on the 25th of each month
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Novice Team

NOVICE TEAMS
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Regional Mini TeamRegional Mini Team

PRACTICES

UNIFORM
BUNDLE

WHAT
TO

EXPECT

Regional mini teams will learn and compete a 2-minute
routine. The prep divisions are getting far more competitive,
which may require athletes to attend a choreography camp
and a few extra practices throughout the season for routine
upgrades.

Routine elements are similar to that of a novice team, but
tumbling plays a much bigger role on the scoresheet. 

It is very important that athletes attend regular practices for
cheer, so the individual and the team can progress and
increase difficulty throughout the season.

cheerleadingcheerleading

AGES

Season runs June through May
Practices are once per week for 3 hours. 
A tumbling class is included in the tuition and practice time
Attendance at practice is mandatory. 

COMPETITIONS

Regional mini teams will compete at 3-4 events throughout
the season. Events will take place within the state of
Montana.
Competitions are mandatory
Expenses associated with travel to/at competitions is not
covered within the assessment fees, and families are solely
responsible for these expenses. 

Strapless or clear strapped bras (if applicable), and white no
show socks are to be worn with the uniform and are
purchased separately by the parent

The regional mini teams uniform is a professionally designed
uniform. 
Bundle includes a uniform, jersey,  shoes, and a bow 

Regional mini teams compete in the Prep divisions and  are
available for ages 5-8. This team is a modified version of our
regional team specifically for our younger athletes. These teams
will have a shorter practice time and attend fewer competitions .



COST
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Regional Mini TeamRegional Mini Team
cheerleadingcheerleading

Tuition is $119 a month. 
Competition Assessment Fees (CAF) can be paid in full or
over the course of 11, 6, or 3 months. The breakdown for the
payment plan cost is below. 

Tuition & CAF are processed on the 25th of each month

REGIONAL MINI TEAMS
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Regional TeamRegional Team

PRACTICES

UNIFORM
BUNDLE

WHAT
TO

EXPECT

Regional teams will learn and compete a 2-minute routine.
The prep divisions are getting far more competitive, which
may require athletes to attend a choreography camp and a
few extra practices throughout the season for routine
upgrades.

Routine elements are similar to that of a novice team, but
tumbling plays a much bigger role on the scoresheet. 

It is very important that athletes attend regular practices for
cheer, so the individual and the team can progress and
increase difficulty throughout the season.

cheerleadingcheerleading

AGES

Season runs June through May
Practices are once per week for 3 hours. 
A tumbling class is included in the tuition and practice time
Attendance at practice is mandatory. 

COMPETITIONS

Regional teams will compete at 4-6 events throughout the
season. Events will take place within the state of Montana.
Competitions are mandatory
Expenses associated with travel to/at competitions is not
covered within the assessment fees, and families are solely
responsible for these expenses. 

Strapless or clear strapped bras (if applicable), and white no
show socks are to be worn with the uniform and are
purchased separately by the parent

The regional teams uniform is a professionally designed uniform. 
Bundle includes a uniform, jersey,  shoes, and a bow 

Regional teams compete in the Prep divisions and  are
available for ages 5-18. MPG will consider the age and skill level
of athletes each season and determine what levels and age
divisions will be most appropriate and successful for interested
athletes.



COST
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Regional TeamRegional Team
cheerleadingcheerleading

Tuition is $127 a month. 
Competition Assessment Fees (CAF) can be paid in full or
over the course of 11, 6, or 3 months. The breakdown for the
payment plan cost is below. 

Tuition & CAF are processed on the 25th of each month

REGIONAL TEAMS



National TeamNational Team

PRACTICES

UNIFORM
BUNDLE

AGES

Season runs June through May
Practices are twice per week for 3 hours each.
Tumbling class, Flyer Fitness, Strength, & JUMPS are
included in tuition and allocated practice times. 
Regular attendance at practices is mandatory.

Our National teams uniforms are not only beautiful, but they're
unique and eye-catching on the floor! The uniform bundle
includes: uniform, practice set, jersey, bow, and custom shoes. 
Athletes are responsible for providing white no-show socks and
a bra with clear/no show straps. 

Athletes with a birth year prior to 2009 can be placed on an open
team, provided there are enough athlete's executing the
appropriate skills to fill a team. 

Our National teams are available for ages as young as 8 years old. 

COMPETITIONS
Competitions are mandatory
Expenses associated with travel to/at competitions is not
covered within the CAFs, and families are solely responsible
for these expenses. 
To ensure flexibility during competition days we ask that
you do not make any excursion plans. 
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WHAT
TO

EXPECT

Regional teams will compete in the elite division. These athletes will
compete a 2 1/2 minute routine at 7-11 events throughout the year. We
will compete at events within Montana, out of state and virtually. as
part of the regular competition season. 

While we will always support additional sports and school activities,
our athletes will need to be equally as focused on their cheer teams
at MPG. These athletes will be in the most competitive divisions and
will require focus and dedication. Remember that there are no
alternates on this team, and an absence from practice impacts the
entire team. 

We will be attending competitions that offer bids to the end of
season events. In the event a bid is received, the owners, coaches, and
parents will meet to determine if the team will attend. 

We encourage additional fundraising throughout the year to prepare
for the costs associated with attending an end of year event. 



COST
Tuition is $187 a month. 
Competition Assessment Fees (CAF) can be paid in full or
over the course of 11, 6, or 3 months. The breakdown for the
payment plan cost is below. 

Tuition & CAF are processed on the 25th of each month

National TeamNational Team
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NATIONAL TEAMS



WE DO NOT CUT ATHLETES FROM
TEAMS AT MPG. 

EVERYONE WHO COMES TO
PLACEMENTS WILL MAKE A 
LEVEL-APPROPRIATE TEAM.

Register for a 30 minute placement slot that best fits your schedule. 
Each slot will accommodate up to 10 athletes. This will allow us to focus on
each individual athlete, while not overwhelming them with other athletes
and their respective skills. 
Athletes that wish to be flyers on a team will need to pull 2 body positions
from our flyer skills sheet found HERE,  on a stunt stand/trainer for 1 full 8
count. 
If you are unable to attend one of the placement days please email
montanaperformancegym@gmail.com to schedule a makeup. 

Please arrive 10 minutes early to your placement timeslot and begin
warming up on the dead mats. Athletes will be taken to the floor to begin
showcasing their tumbling & jumps based on the skills rubric HERE
Placements will be closed to parents or other viewers. We are utilizing a
tryout system that will allow us to email parents their athlete's scores and a
video of each skill thrown. These reports will be sent out after team reveal. 

Prior to Placements:

Placement Day  (40 minutes):
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team placementsteam placements
Regional & NationalRegional & National

https://montanaperformancegym.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/Flyer-Requirements-2.pdf
https://montanaperformancegym.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/tumbling-requirements-1.pdf


Review season commitment agreement
Athlete & parent sign the season commitment handbook and elect payment
plan(if applicable)
Fit them for their uniform items
Meet your child's coaches
Take your child's picture for Meet Montana posts
Team bonding activity
Obtain a copy of the athlete's birth certificate & confirm contact information and
billing
Process down payment

Team Reveal (2 hour): A team reveal party will be held on Sunday June 11th 2-4pm. At
this time each athlete will receive a small gift that coordinates with their new team.
Once all athletes have received their gifts they will be divided into groups based on
their respective gift/color. Team type, name, level, age (ex:Senior), and coach will be
revealed. An email will be sent out after team reveal with rosters and practice day
and times. 

Team Signing/ Bonding Days/First Practice (3 hrs): On this day we ask that all all
athletes and a parent attend at their designated practice time so we can complete
the following: 

Placement Feedback: At MPG we strive to place athletes on a level and age where
they and the team will be the most successful. That sometimes means athletes are
not placed on their desired level/age team. As transparency is one of our core values,
we will be sending out the athlete scores/videos. This feedback should be used as a
stepping stone to help the athlete learn and grow. If your athlete wishes to discuss
their placement evaluation that may be scheduled with the coaching staff 48 hours
after the team reveal. To schedule please email
montanaperformancegym@gmailcom, subject: Evaluation Feedback Appt- Athlete's
name. please include your desired date/time and we will do our best to
accommodate.  

teamteamplacementsplacements
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teamteamplacementsplacements

Friday May 12th Prep & Elite Team Placement Registration Opens

Wednesday June 7th
Parent Meeting

This will be a recorded and emailed out for
parents who are unable to attend. 

Friday June 9th
Between 5:30pm - 7pm 

&
Saturday June 10th

Between 1:00pm- 3:00pm

Placements
*Each athlete will pre-register for their desired

30 minute slot.

Sunday June 11th
2-4pm

Team Reveal

Monday June 12th 
or 

Tuesday June 13th
*date & time TBD by team

placement

Team Signing/ Bonding Days/First Practice

NATIONAL & REGIONAL TEAM
PLACEMENT TIMELINE
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team placementsteam placements
National & RegionalsNational & Regionals



team

Birth year born

Previous or relevant experience

Team needs

Tumbling skills

Maturity

Performance and showmanship

Overall athleticism

Versatility and coachability

Personal drive and motivation

Overall skill level

Commitment

Athlete availability

There may be athletes on any given team that tumble at different levels than the rest of
their team. We try to match up the athletes by level as best as we can, but please
remember that stunting, pyramids, jumps, dance, and motions are a huge factor as
well. Some athletes will be stronger tumblers than others, while some will contribute to
stunting more than others. Creating a team is like a giant puzzle and we need to make
sure we all fit together perfectly. Every athlete is placed on the team we think they will
be the most successful on.  Reminder that you are joining an MPG team, this does not
guarantee a specific level or team. 
At MPG, no athlete will ever be cut from a team. Everyone makes a type and level
appropriate team.

What are the coaches evaluating?
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team placementsteam placements
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Tiny Team Born 2016-2018

Mini Team Born 2014-2018

Youth Team Born 2011-2018

Junior Team Born 2007-2017

Senior Team Born 6/1/04-2011

Open Team Born 2009 or earlier

ATHLETE AGE GRID

team
Your eligibility age for the season is based off of the year your child was born.
Many athletes will fall into more than one category. We will place them based
on what we feel is the best fit for the child. Our intent is to max out the ages in
each team. This ensures that athlete's are placed on teams with their
appropriate aged peers.
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National & Regional teams
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Financial Commitment:
As outline within the cost sheet for each respective team, parents and their
athletes are agreeing to pay the required CAF and tuition fees monthly. These
amounts do not include the expenses associated with traveling to/at
competitions. To help offset those costs MPG will have multiple group and
individual fundraising opportunities throughout the year. Within the member
page on our website (access granted after down payment is processed) you
will find group and individual fundraising opportunities.
We highly encourage you to fundraise as much as possible. Any excess of funds
can be rolled over to the next season. There will be no refunds of tuition or
CAFs given. 

Time Commitment: 
All star cheerleading truly is like no other sport. Every teammate has an integral
role in the routine, and there are no benchwarmers or alternates. As a result, it's
important that athletes take practice times seriously so as to not delay the
progress of the team as a whole. We also believe it's important for athletes to
participate in after-school activities and other pinnacle moments in their
childhood and young adulthood. When we have adequate notice, coaches can
adjust lesson plans to meet the needs of both the individual and the team.
Practice times will be between 4:30pm-8:30pm Monday- Thursday.

Cheer Team Handbook:
To avoid information overload we have slimmed down this packet with the
most pertinent information related to placements. The comprehensive Cheer
Team Handbook can be found Here. The handbook provides additional details
on expectations, team rep,  important dates, signing day, fundraising, etc. 

https://montanaperformancegym.com/cheer-team-commitments/


2023-20242023-2024
registrationregistration

STEP 1:  READ THIS PACKET.
STEP 2: SELECT YOUR 30 MINUTE DESIRED PLACEMENT
TIMESLOT USING THE BUTTON BELOW
STEP 3: KEEP AN EYE ON YOUR EMAIL FOR FURTHER DETAILS.
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NEXT STEPS:

Click Here

https://montanaperformancegym.as.me/?appointmentType=46642460

